
Friendship Fence Banner and Sign
Annual Sponsorship Program

Cheremoya Foundation

Your support matters!
Cheremoya is a Title 1 School, which means that while the LAUSD pays for essential services, any
additional enrichments and extra staff are funded by the Cheremoya Foundation with the help of

your generous support. All donations made are 100% tax deductible. You can email
cheremoyafoundation@gmail.com for more information.

Friend- $750
Square banner (31”x31”) with white, round logo background displayed along high-traffic Beachwood Canyon
Dr. One-time recognition in the Cheremoya Foundation newsletter sponsor section during the registration
month. Inclusion in monthly group acknowledgment of gratitude on Cheremoya Foundation social media. 

Advocate- $1,500
Small-sized banner (48x24”) with logo displayed along high-traffic Beachwood Canyon Dr. One-time
recognition in the Cheremoya Foundation newsletter sponsor section during the registration month.
Inclusion in monthly group acknowledgment of gratitude on Cheremoya Foundation social media.

Dreamer- $3,500
Medium-sized banner (60”x24”) with logo along high-traffic Beachwood Canyon Dr. Recognition on the
Cheremoya Foundation website sponsor page and select print collateral. Inclusion in monthly group
acknowledgment of gratitude on Cheremoya Foundation social media and e-newsletter. Dedicated
recognition in a promotional Instagram post.

Star- $5,000
Large-sized banner (72x36”) with logo along high-traffic Beachwood Canyon Dr. Recognition on the
Cheremoya Foundation website sponsor page and select print collateral. Inclusion in monthly group
acknowledgment of gratitude on Cheremoya Foundation social media and e-newsletter. Dedicated
recognition in a promotional Instagram post.

Visionary- $7,500
Extra-large sized banner (108”x60") with logo along high-traffic Beachwood Canyon Dr. Lead recognition on
the Cheremoya Foundation website sponsor page and select print collateral. Special logo placement on the
Cheremoya Foundation website homepage footer. Dedicated recognition and promotional posts on
Cheremoya Foundation's social media. Recognition and verbal shout-outs at key school events. Customized
partnership, with opportunities to share offers and provide visibility at key Cheremoya events, in the Star
News parent e-newsletter, Cheremoya Foundation social media, and other outlets.

Legend- $10,000
Fill an entire block of the fence (120"x93") on Beachwood Canyon Dr. Design one jumbo-sized banner or fill
your space with several small banners to represent your brand. Receive all of the same benefits as the
Visionary Package with preferential placement and recognition. Long-term recognition on an individual
placard placed on the Beachwood Gratitude Wall.

Choose Cheremoya

http://cheremoyafoundation.org/
https://www.weareteachers.com/what-is-a-title-i-school/
mailto:cheremoyafoundation@gmail.com


Cheremoya Foundation

All Banners must have the following displayed: 
PROUD SUPPORTER OF CHEREMOYA ELEMENTARY 

               Please choose a banner background color and text color from below.

Please choose from a plain or star-bordered background below.

Please email your banner size, background choice, and artwork to
cheremoyafoundation@gmail.com. Please ensure that

the design takes into consideration bleed lines for printing.
All packages will run from purchase date through June 1, 2025 

Fence Banner placement is determined by sponsorship level, the date payment is received
on a first-come, first-served basis.

Thank you for supporting Cheremoya Avenue Elementary School!
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